
Sound 

 Install the Sound Library 

 In the menu: Sketch
Import Library  Add 
Library :: search and 
install the Sound library

 Import the sound library

 Create a variable for a 
SoundFile

 Load a sound (mp3 and 
wav should work)

 Play the sound

import processing.sound.*;

SoundFile file;

void setup() 
{

size(640, 360);
background(255);

// Load a soundfile
// this should be placed in the /data folder of the sketch

file = new SoundFile(this, "chime.wav");
}      

void draw() 
{
}

void mousePressed()
{

//play file 
file.play();

}



Rendering the particle system with a 
background image
 In Lab 15 we used a transparent 

white triangle to partially clear the 
screen and leave a trail for the 
particles

 This doesn’t work if you use an 
image or video background (because 
drawing the background overwrites 
the particle trail)

 We can show a background with a 
trail by using the tint()  function

 This basically draws the 
background image partly 
transparent

 See: https://processing.org/reference/tint_.html

PImage bg;

float posx = 200;
float posy = 200;

void setup()
{
size (450, 300);
bg = loadImage("background.jpg");
image(bg, 0, 0);

}

void draw()
{
tint (255, 10);
image(bg, 0, 0);

//ignore the rest the following 

//this is just a place holder for a simple particle animation

noStroke();

ellipse(posx, posy, 20, 20);
posx+=random(-10, 10);
posy+=random(-10, 10);

}

https://processing.org/reference/tint_.html


Some examples to show what 
kind of effect is expected in 

Assignment 8



Note that the main point of the assignment is..

 To combine two sources/types of data

 Apply filters or other operations to hide the fact that they come from 
separate sources

 Put in practice some of the skills discussed:

 Image filters

 Vector image (2D/3D) image creation

 Image loading, saving

 Interaction/dynamic images: either you can 
interact with the graphics or it moves by itself 
(e.g. a video source)

Pokemon Go App



 Note that production 
quality blending in 
movies takes more 
time and effort and is 
not really possible to 
the same level in 
interactive apps. 

 Even successful games 
don’t fully get this 
completely seamless.

Kinect Party – Game Promo Image

Kinect Party – Actual In-game Screenshot



Stylising the real-world 
feed is one approach 
proposed to achieve 
seamless integration (at 
the cost of some detail

Images by Jan Fischer 
(N.B. these image were 
not created using 
processing)

The yellow cup and green bottle are 
virtual objects; the rest is real video.



Left column: a photo background with a 3D shape rendered in foreground (using processing)
Middle and right columns: some filters applied to improve seamless integration 


